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ABSTRACT. Springshare’s LibGuide platform has become synonymous with online library
pathfinders or research guides and instruction support. However, without oversight of the
collection of guides and standards for their creation, unwieldy numbers and lack of uniformity
prevail. The McGoogan Library of Medicine at the University of Nebraska Medical Center
created a review process that not only governed the creation and approval of guides, but analyzed
the usage and scope of guides that had already been created. This paper will outline the creation
of standards and application of a review process to increase the value and relevance of guides.
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INTRODUCTION

Pathfinders have long been a tool used by librarians to guide and instruct library users.
Pathfinders were paper-based subject guides listing resources to assist library users and as
technology evolved, libraries have used electronic means to develop pathfinders.1 In the age of
the Internet, the University of Nebraska Medical Center’s McGoogan Library of Medicine
created pathfinders and other instructional materials, which were accessible on the library’s
website. At that time, knowledge of HTML was necessary and only one or two librarians had
access to produce and publish web content, creating a burden on those individuals. Today,
Springshare’s LibGuide platform has become synonymous with online library pathfinders and
instruction support. Debuting in 20072 and adopted by McGoogan Library in 2008, LibGuides
offered librarians with little to no web design skills the ability to easily produce web-based
content.
Due to the ease of use, the McGoogan Library experienced a surge in LibGuide creation
over the years. Without any oversight or standards for the collection of LibGuides, now called
Research Guides at the library, unwieldy numbers and a lack of uniformity prevailed. At one
point, the library had more guides than pages within its website. Content that should have been
on the website was placed on guides. There was no a planned lifecycle, and guides were often
created and then forgotten. As a result of lack of standardization, the guides had multiple voices
and styles, almost as many as the number of individuals creating them. For instance, instructional
guides ranged from providing basic, high-level instruction to detailed, step-by-step instruction.
A lack of scope prevailed, with no clear definition of what should or should not be a guide and
whether guides were relevant to the library’s mission. Additionally, there was no process to
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assess whether guides were useful or if audiences were actually using them. One librarian stated,
“I feel like I’m creating LibGuides for me. I feel like my students don’t look at them.” Finally,
rather than considering other more appropriate platforms such as the library’s or a partnering
departmental website, guides were seen as the first option when web content needed to be
created. With a great deal of time put into creating guides, there was concern whether this was
an appropriate use of time by guide authors, if the guides met the mission of the library, or if the
guides were useful to library users.
These factors were recognized over the years, but it was the migration from LibGuides
1.0 to LibGuides 2.0 that prompted an initiative to create standards and a peer-review process to
increase the value and relevance of the library’s guides. A new committee was established in
2016 and given supervision of the library’s website and guides. The Web Committee was
charged with creating an approval and review process for new and existing guides, with the first
step being a review of the literature.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Springshare’s LibGuide product can be a reasonably easy to use and useful tool for librarians,
especially when needing an online platform to share information with their users. With the
number of sections, contained within tabs, and limitless space for content that a single guide can
contain, it’s easy for an individual LibGuide to get out of control. When reviewed, common
themes emerged in the literature related to library guide best practices and standards. These
practices and standards generally revolved around design, usability, and impact on the audience.
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Frequent problems found in library guides are lack of consistency (e.g., naming, style,
content, organization); lack of upkeep (e.g., broken links and outdated information or resources);
and location of guides on a library website (e.g., hidden behind layers of navigation).3 Without
consistency, design elements tend to vary from guide to guide in a single library. This design
issue can cause the problem of library users becoming confused when using a guide, particularly
if they are required to refer to multiple guides for different courses or assignments. Furthermore,
guides not identifying the audience can impede the reliability of the guide.4
Writing for the web and the use of library jargon are other problems found in library
guides. Most creators tend to use terms like bibliographic, recall, holdings, etc. Creators often
will try to include as much information as possible into a single guide, which brings up the issue
of cognitive overload.5 People tend to read information differently on an electronic device,
compared to print resources, which impacts the usefulness of a library guide. The
recommendation is that guide authors keep guides brief and straightforward and that they make
use of headers and labels which allow users to find information quickly.6 Naming conventions
are another critical factor. They can help minimize confusion, clearly identify what the library
guides are, and what they can be used for.3
There have been a few usability studies conducted on LibGuides, pertaining to how
library users interact with them and whether or not they find the tool useful. These studies
focused on strengths that libraries can build upon and areas of weaknesses that need to be
addressed. One study found that users preferred guides that contained fewer text, made use of
bullet points and headings, and required less scrolling.7 The use of library jargon, inconsistency,
and overuse of tabs were additional barriers encountered by users when evaluated.8 Content
duplication, inconsistent linking to library databases, and redundant features were also found as
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negatives for users.9 Suggested best practice features are to make sure vital content is placed in
the first tab of a guide, include interactive content, and not use an overabundance of tabs in a
single guide.10
When libraries have identified issues with their guides, either through an evaluation or by
a usability study, most start to piece together standards or guidelines for guide owners to follow.
New Mexico State University’s guidelines cover organization, audience, assessment,
collaboration, and maintenance, outlining their best practice strategies for their library staff to
follow in a straightforward and concise manner.4 This set of guidelines allows it to be a working
document, adaptable, and unrestricted to guide owners. Kansas State University librarians note
that it is important to make sure library staff understand the new policies to help ease any
apprehensions that staff might have and to emphasize that the intent of new policies is for design,
not content restriction.11
Implementation of standards into the workflow of guide creation is an additional
recommendation mentioned in the literature. To help make sure that standards are being met,
some form of leadership is usually established. For instance, a single person, or a small group,
within the library, acts as a coordinator who works with guide owners.6
While not every library has implemented best practices or standards for guides, the
literature does show the usefulness of having them in place. Standards can be appropriate
guidance that assists with directing the creator in making sure that the content can be read and
digested by their audience, that links to outside resources are working properly, and that there is
consistency among all guides.

PROCESS
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Before the Web Committee at McGoogan Library was formed, a culling of the guides took place
in preparation for the migration from LibGuides 1.0 to LibGuides 2.0. This process was
undertaken by the Education & Research Services department, whose members created most of
the guides. At the beginning of the process, 120 guides existed. At the end, 18 guides were made
private for possible future use or deletion, 24 were unpublished and scheduled for possible
deletion, and 78 remained published. Once the migration was completed, the group recognized
the need for increased oversight of guides going forward, and the Web Committee was formed.
The Head of Collection Services, who was also the library’s webmaster and former LibGuides
administrator, chaired the committee, and five additional members represented the Education &
Research Services, Collection Services, and Special Collections departments. Members were
recruited based on previous experience with guides and web-based technologies.
The Web Committee’s first step was to define the purpose and scope of the guides. This
step was taken to ensure all guide creators understood the goal for guides and had a framework
in which to work. To define the purpose and scope of guides, the committee members
participated in a “15 words” exercise. Each member contributed a sentence of 15 words or less,
which described the role and scope of guides. The key themes from each statement were
combined to create one brief statement. The committee borrowed this exercise from a CAP
(Change Acceleration Process) and Work Out™ workshop that library staff had attended in
2015. Developed by General Electric, CAP & Work Out™ provides a framework to facilitate
change and tools for effective team-based decision-making.12
The final purpose and scope as defined by the committee is that “Research Guides
contain current, relevant, and curated information that assist the user in meeting a specific
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information need or objective and which support courses and provide instruction on information
resources and information literacy.” This statement is included in the standards for guide creators
and helps lead decisions on whether new topics for guides are appropriate or if existing guides
are still relevant.
The committee also reviewed best practices of peer institutions that had written standards
for web content. Based on work created and shared by the library at Kansas State University, two
guiding documents were created. The “Research Guide Standards”13 assists guide creators in
writing for the web and provides procedures for consistency, accessibility, use of multimedia,
and the process for using guides as part of a curriculum. The “Research Guide Checklist”14
provides a list of best practices in a brief bullet point format. Items on the list relate to design
format and structure, accessibility, writing conventions, and copyright permissions. Both
documents are used by the guide creators and committee members providing peer review of new
guides.
The committee then created two online submission forms using the Springshare product
LibWizard and posted the links to the library’s Intranet site. The first form was to be used by
guide creators to submit a proposal for a new guide. It included the guide objective, a summary
of planned content, and a rationale for why the content should not be incorporated into an
existing guide or library web page. When the form is submitted, results are emailed to the entire
committee, and committee members have one week to respond. After a new guide is approved
and created, the creator makes the guide private and utilizes a second form to request further peer
review. The form includes the name and link to the guide, which remains private until peer
review is complete. All committee members receive the submission form results, and one
member is assigned to each guide to conduct the review. The reviewers have two weeks to check
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the guide against the standards. The creator will receive an email with feedback. Once any
necessary modifications are made, the research guide is made public. Guides created for specific
courses do not need to go through the initial approval process; however, they do go through the
peer review for standards. The committee recognizes the expertise of the guide authors and does
not critique the content. The standards check focuses on how the content is presented for the end
user and ensures that guides adhere to web and accessibility standards. It should be noted that the
LibGuides CMS platform, which the library licenses, has a publishing workflow built in, which
mirrors the committee’s process. However, part of that workflow prevents guide creators from
adding new components to existing guides without approval. The committee decided at the onset
of process creation that the workflow was too restrictive. However, the committee may revisit
the built-in workflow in the future.
At this time, five guides have been submitted and approved for creation, and seven guides
have been reviewed based on the standards. Only one guide has not been approved at this time.
The proposed guide would have been a list of productivity tools created for a one-time use to
support a specific course. The committee recommended that the list should be incorporated into
an existing guide or added to the course site within the university’s learning management system.
The next step in guide oversight was to address the use of private or unpublished guides.
Some library faculty and staff were using private guides as a sandbox or personal storage space
for resources they intended to use for future instruction activities. Referring back to the purpose
statement that guides are created to assist library users in meeting an information need or to
support courses, the Web Committee decided that this was not the appropriate web space for
personal files and links. Furthermore, sandbox components could be added to respective guides
and made hidden from the public. The committee reviewed all private and unpublished guides
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and decided to eliminate their use as sandboxes going forward. Guide authors received
instructions on how to archive content and recommendations for other options to store links and
instructional content. Approximately 20 private and unpublished guides were removed.
Next, the committee conducted a review of public guides based on usage and scope to
determine which guides should be retired or have its content incorporated elsewhere. Two waves
of reviews based on usage occurred, first with guides that had received less than 20 views within
the last year, then those that received less than 30 views. Guide creators were asked to delete
them or consolidate the content into another guide, library web page, or FAQ. Authors had the
opportunity to appeal this decision if they felt the guide was still needed despite low usage.
Eleven guides were removed or incorporated into other guides or web pages.
Guides that had received higher views were reviewed by the committee to identify
duplication with other guides, to determine if the content was still relevant to the intended
audiences, and to distinguish content which would be more appropriately hosted on other
websites at UNMC. Using a spreadsheet, each committee member indicated if a guide should be
removed for one of the reasons listed above. The group decisions were mostly unanimous.
Eighteen guides were identified and either removed or incorporated into other guides or website
pages.
Currently, the committee has started the process of taking the remaining 35 guides which
were created before the peer review process through a standards check. Guide creators will be
notified when their guide is up for review. They will have the opportunity to check their guides
first and make any updates to bring them into compliance with the new standards. Then the
committee will conduct a final review and provide feedback if needed. The committee is also
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working on creating a strategy for guide maintenance to minimize broken links or outdated
content.
With the assistance and support of department supervisors, reception of the new
processes and oversight was met with little opposition. There has been some confusion over
whether guide creators need permission to update or edit an existing guide. After a guide is
approved and checked against standards, the creator is free to update as needed. There have been
instances in which guide creators have forgotten to include the peer-review process in their
workflow, such as when course guides need to go through a standards check despite not needing
approval for creation. When the committee becomes aware of this, they send a reminder to the
guide creator about the standards. The committee gives guide creators ample time to phase out
guides, though follow-up regarding requests to remove guides has had to take place.

CONCLUSION

At present, the library has 36 public guides. This project has helped to address an unruly
collection of web content and encourage guide creators to ask the questions: “Does this need to
be a LibGuide?” “Should it be something else?” “Does this need to live on our website?” Library
users are faced with a large amount of information on library web platforms, from online
resources, policies, and instruction. By creating a review process for potential guides and
reviewing existing guides, the information conveyed to library users on this platform has become
more manageable and condensed. While the rate of guide creation has decreased as a result of
the approval process, the content and scope of guides has increased in its relevance to library
users. Furthermore, course-based guides are not required to go through the approval process, and
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guide creators have the freedom to determine that content. The primary objective of this process
is to facilitate the most appropriate platform for web-based content. Further research would be
needed to determine how library users are affected by these changes or their use of guides.
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